
Short Timesale Variability in the FSVSL. Morales-Rueda1, P. J. Groot1, T. Augusteijn2, G. Nelemans1, P. M. Vreeswijk3, E.J.M. van den Besselaar11. IMAPP, Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands. E-mail: lmr�astro.ru.nl2. Nordi Optial Telesope, Spain. 3. European Southern Observatory, ChileABSTRACTWe present the V band variability analysis of the Faint Sky Variability Survey (FSVS) . TheFSVS ombines olour and time variability information, from timesales of 24 minutes totens of days, down to V = 24. We �nd that �1% of all point soures are variable along themain sequene reahing �3.5% variability for bluer soures above the main sequene. Thetotal number of variables is dominated by main sequene soures. We an determine thevariability timesales and amplitudes for 40% of the variable soures found. 50% of theseshow variability timesales shorter than 6 hours. We determine lower limits for the spaedensity of variable point soures. We �nd 12 RR Lyr andidates in our survey resulting ina spae density that agrees with previous determinations.1. SURVEY DESCRIPTIONThe FSVS overs an area in the sky of �23deg2 loated at mid and high Galati latitudes.It onsists of a set of B, I and V images used to determine the olours of all the soures,and 5{33 V band images taken over a range of 3 to 13 days used to study their photomet-ri variability. The survey design allows the determination of photometri variability withtimesales from 24min to several days for objets as faint as 24mag in V.2. VARIABILITY ANALYSIS TOOLS1. We use the �2 test [1℄ to determine if a soure is variable. It onsists of alulat-ing the redued �2 value of eah objet's individual brightness measurements withrespet to its weighted mean brightness value.2. We use the Floating Mean Periodogram (FMP) [2, 3℄ to determine the most likelyperiod and amplitude of the variability for the variable soures found with the �2test. The FMP onsists of �tting the data with a model omposed of a sinusoid plusa onstant. For eah period of the sinusoid we perform least squares �tting of thedata and determine the variability timesale and amplitude by seleting the best �t.3. RESULTS: THE FRACTION OF VARIABLE SOURCESBy using the �2 test we determine whih objets are variable and whih ones are not and ombinethis information with their loation in a olour-olour diagram. Most of the soures, variable andnon-variable, are loated along the main sequene. We �nd that in average �1% of the point souresare variable. We �nd a larger perentage, �3.5%, of variable point soures above the main sequene(B�V)<0.38. These frations are presented in Fig.1.Fig. 1. Top left panel: non-variable point souresin the FSVS. Top right panel: short timesale vari-able point soures in the FSVS. Bottom panel:fration of variable soures in perentages. Theregion in the olour-olour diagram where there isan exess of variable soures lies at (B�V)<0.38.
3. RESULTS: TIMESCALES AND AMPLITUDESThe ombination of the sampling and the number of observations allows us to determine the mostlikely period and amplitude of the variability for 40% of the variable point soures found in the FSVS.In Fig. 2 we present the period and amplitude distributions found in the data (for periods and am-plitudes with errors of less than 30%). Most objets lie at short periods and low amplitudes. 50% ofthe objets show periods below 6 hours with peaks at 24 min (minimum period we an reonstrut),0.03 days (43 min) and 0.12 days (2.9 hours). We also �nd peaks at 0.79 days (19 hours), 1.3 daysand 4 days. 50% of the objets show amplitudes lower than 0.07 mag.

Fig.2. Left panel: Cumulative period distribution of variable point soures in the FSVS.Middle panel: Period distribution. Right panel: Amplitude distribution.We obtain the spae density of variable point soures in theFSVS by ombining the number of soures we �nd per periodand amplitude bin with the sensitivity of the FMP searh.The highest density of variables show periods below 12 hours.These would inlude Catalysmi Variables (CVs), RR Lyrstars, and other short period pulsators suh as ÆSuti stars.The peak entred at 1 day would inlude CVs, RR Lyr andother pulsators like Doradus stars and Pop II Cepheids. Thepeak at 3.75 days also inludes longer period CVs, Doradusstars, Pop II Cepheids as well as longer period pulsators suhas subdwarf B stars. At periods around 12.75 days we ex-pet to �nd Pop II Cepheids and binaries with those orbitalperiods.Fig.3. Spae density of variable point soures in the FSVS.4. COMPLETENESSWe are omplete down to V = 22 for CVs in the minimum period (80 min) as long as they showvariability amplitudes of the order of 0.4 mag. We are omplete down to V = 22 for periods between80 min and 1 day in 17.82 deg2 of the area as long as the amplitude of the variability is at least 0.7mag. This inludes most RR Lyr stars. We will only be able to detet RR Lyr down to V = 23 whentheir variability amplitudes are at least 1.4 mag.We �nd 12 RR Lyr andidates in the FSVS. Assuming that we have deteted all RR Lyr betweenV = 16 { 22, we determine a spae density of � 10�3 kp�3. This spae density agrees with thatdetermined by Preston, Shetman & Beers [4℄ at a distane of 100-150 kp from the Galati Centre.[1℄ Groot. P.J. et al., 2003, MNRAS 339, 427[2℄ Morales-Rueda L., Maxted P.F.L., Marsh T.R., North R.C., Heber U., 2003, MNRAS, 338, 752[3℄ Morales-Rueda L., Groot P.J., Augusteijn T., Nelemans G., Vreeswijk P.M., van den Besselaar E.J.M, 2006, MNRAS, in press(astro-ph/0607190)[4℄ Preston G. W., Shetman S. A., Beers T. C., 1991, ApJ, 375, 121The FSVS was arried out with the Isaa Newton Telesope, shown in the bakground.


